In the differential equation of variable flow rate fluid flow a component which takes into account outer hydrodynamic pressure is introduced. The variables of the equation are expressed in terms of full operating head and in terms of independent distance along the axis of the stream, i. e. this equation is reduced to a singlevariable equation.
Introduction
Pressure distributive pipelines (DP) with discrete dispensation of fluid along the path are widely used in irrigation (systems of drip, subsurface, and sprinkling irrigation , furrow watering), ventilation (tide systems), water supply and water draining (distributive pipe systems of purification works, dispersed discharges of treated waste water), water transport (distributive filling systems of navigation locks and high clearance dry docks), metallurgical industry (cooling systems), in apparatus of oil-processing, oil-chemical, chemical, and food industries and in other branches of engineering. There are different methods of calculation for pressure distributive pipelines. However, their exact hydraulic calculation can be made only by means of the theory of variable mass hydraulics [1, page 4] .
The creator of the theory of variable mass body motion is I. V. Mescherskiy. He stated the problem, deduced main equations, and showed branches of their application. The prof. I. V. Mescherskiy's works "Dynamics of a point of variable mass" (variable mass point) (1987) 
Analysis of DEVERFF
According to prof. G. A. Petrov's statements, the general DEVERFF which describes simultaneous collection and dispensation of fluid by a pipeline with holes in its walls is of the form [2, page 17]:
where the sixth term describes the adding of mass, and the seventh term describes its loss; 1 Q is the flow rate of the fluid which is being added to the stream in the pipe; 2 Q is that which is leaving the stream in the pipe;
is the geometric elevation of the axis of perforated pipeline in its interval of dx length;  -is the angle of the inclination of the pipeline axis to horizontal; 
For cylindrical DP, when (2) is simplified to the following form:
In practice, there occurs operation of DP which is situated in a stream of fluid which washes it from outside. According to such scheme, a mixer-pipeline consisting of two coaxial pipes operates: the inner pipe of it is filled with one fluid, the outer pipe with another fluid. Through the holes in the wall, the fluid from the inner pipe flows into the space between the pipes where it mixes with the other fluid [3] . According to the principle of submerged DP, dispersed discharge of treated waste water into a river is conducted ( Fig. 1 ) [4, 5] .
However in Equations (1) Figure1: Water discharge plant with distributive pipeline in water stream: 1, 2 -pipelines; 3 -water outlets, 4 -river, 5 -adjusting well
The aim of this work is to introduce a term describing hydrodynamic pressure of outer fluid stream into DEVFRFF in order to improve the exactness of calculation of pressure DP.
Generalization of DEVFRFF
Professor G. A. Petrov holds that, in the places of branching, the fluid flow is a rather complicated phenomenon, and it is impossible to take into account all its elements [ 
where v / dQ is the cross-sectional area of the outflowing jet. Let us draw a schematic diagram of a converging DP (which is tapering) (Fig. 2) . For an infinitely short segment dx of the stream in DP with taking into account the force dS (4) which takes the place of the imaginarily removed in the section 3-3 part of the outflowing jet; let us write hydraulic equation of the change in momentum according to the algorithm which is suggested by prof. Yu. M. Konstantinov for collecting pipelines in [7, pages 122-124] :
Here in Equation (5), projections of the following quantities on the axis x of DP are presented:
-the momentum of fluid stream in the reference cross-section 1-1 ( Fig. 2 ) ;
-ditto in the cross-section 2-2; where V and Q are the average velocity and flow rate of the stream respectively in the cross-section 1-1;
V and Q are ditto of the outflowing jet (Fig. 2) ; 
-ditto in the section 2-2; dp is the change of pressure in the interval between the sections 1-1 and 2-2;  d is the change of free cross-sectional area of the fluid stream in this interval.
-the longitude component of the momentum caused by the reaction force R of the walls of the converging pipe in the stream interval between the cross-sections 1-1 and 2-2,
-the momentum caused by the force which acts as equivalent of the imaginarily removed part of the jet; out p is the hydrodynamic pressure of the outer fluid flow in the crosssection 3-3;  is the angle between the directions of movement of the main fluid flow inside DP and the force S which acts as equivalent of the imaginarily removed part of the outflow jet (Fig. 2, Fig. 3) ;
-the momentum caused by the own weight of the stream segment of dx -length; the minus sign before this term in Equation (5) In previous works of the author which were published before 2009, for example [8] , the force S is determined as a force of pressure of out-flowing jet upon a flat wall, the velocity v of the jet being perpendicular to the wall:
Reduction of DEVFRFF to a single-variable equation
The main stream inside DP is formed under the influence of separate out-flowing jets. Let us express variables V , dV , v , dp, out p , x dh , dx in Equation (6) Thus, the average velocity of a jets flow through a hole in the DP wall
where
H is the full head under the action of which the jets flow out, it is equal to the difference of the full heads of fluid streams inside and outside the DP:
The full pressure of internal stream of fluid at the end of the reference dx-long interval of DP:
The full pressure of external fluid stream:
where  is the density of fluid inside DP; out  is ditto outside the DP; (Fig. 3) ;
V is the stream velocity inside DP. For operation of DP, the flowing condition must be satisfied:
Let us express the difference between the internal and external fluid pressures in terms of the head of the column of the fluid which the DP is filled of Let us assume that
. From (13), we find the differential of piezometric head of fluid flow inside DP
where the multiplier  cos takes into account the dynamic head of the stream inside DP onto free cross-section of the jet at the intake of the outlet hole. The essence of the multiplier  cos is clear from Fig. 4 .
The differential of the flow rate of the dispensed from DP along the pass
where n is the number of outlet holes per unit length of DP, The differential of the flow rate of the main fluid stream inside DP
The flow rate of dispensed from DP along the path fluid flows inside DP, 
The differential of average speed of the fluid stream inside DP is determined from (18)
where  is the cross-section area of DP stream inside DP.
The average spied of fluid stream inside DP
The differential of the head loss x dh in the infinitely short dx -long interval of cylindrical DP situated between neighboring outlet holes in the DP can be with sufficient exactness determined in the same way as it is for uniform motion i.e. according to Darci-Weisbach formula [7, page 124]
where D is the diameter of DP. The dependences (7), (11), (14), (19), (20), (21) are to be substituted into Equation (6) . The non-linear integro-differential equation of enforced fluid flow with discrete loss in its flow rate along the path for an inclined to horizontal cylindrical DP is obtained by means of this substitution. It is an equation in one unknown function By means of the method suggested in the article [8] , the equation (22) is solved for laminar flow as well as for all the three intervals of hydraulic resistance of turbulent flow [9] . The obtained calculation dependences have been checked by experiments. Unlike in the known techniques of DP calculating, in the obtained relations, the hydrodynamic pressure of the external fluid flow is taken into account. This improves exactness during designing.
Conclusion
In order to improve the exactness of calculation of distributive pipelines, the hydrodynamic pressure of the fluid flow which washes the DP from outside is taken into account in the differential equation of variable flow rate fluid flow for pressure distributive pipelines. The variables of the obtained equation are expressed in terms of full operating head and in terms of independent distance along the axis of the stream. This equation is reduced to a singlevariable equation.
